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01 Who we are


Greatchem is an international company active in oil drilling chemicals, food additives,
anti-freezing chemicals, and other related chemicals.



Located in Qingdao China, Greatchem is one of the top chemical companies on
Production, Research and Distribution for chemicals under ISO9001 system.



Greatchem are currently supplying more than 100 kinds of products in 6 categories
worldwide.



Greatchem is the largest company for Calcium Chloride in China with annual capacity of
300,000 Mt.
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02 History
2001.05

Founded by Mr. Alex Ren, Greatchem was established in Weifang City China as a
manufacturing company of Calcium Chloride for oil drilling industry.
Calcium chloride is made from the effluents of soda ash production, which used to be
discharged into the Bohai Sea and caused serious pollution problem.

Under the process from soda effluents to Calcium Chloride, the pollution has been
effectively eliminated. Calcium Chloride Dehydrate 77 % min Flakes and Calcium Chloride
Anhydrous 94 % min are our major products, which are widely used in oil drilling, food
producing, road de-icing and anti-dusts etc.
2002.10

The office of Greatchem was moved to Qingdao China, which is one of the major port City
in China.
Requested by the customers worldwide, Greatchem was providing one station solution by
expanding its products list to more than 20 kinds of products including Xanthan Gum, Calcium
Bromides, Potassium Formates and PHPA etc.

2003.06
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Greatchem was approved by Aramco for supplying Calcium Chloride 77 % min Flakes and won the
major tender for supplying Calcium Chloride.

To be continued…

2004.02

Xanthan Gum D Plus was approved by Baker Hughes Inteq. Greatchem is one of the leading
company for distributing Xanthan Gum in China.

2004. 03

Greathem was successfully won the major tender of UAE for supplying Xanthan Gum, Calcium
Bromide Liquid, Calcium Chloride and PAC.

2005. 09

PHPA was approved by MI and began to supply to South America market.

2007. 06

Greatchem won the tender of OGDCL in Pakistan for supplying Calcium Bromide and Zinc Bromide.

2008. 05

Greatchem won the major tender of Aramco for supplying Calcium Chloride, which is a 5 + 1 Year
contract.

2009. 09

Greatchem and Marbar in South America reached long term cooperation agreement for supplying
more than 20 kinds chemicals.

2013. 09

Greatchem won the major tender of Aramco for supplying Calcium Chloride 77 % min Flakes and
Calcium Chloride 94 % min Prills.
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03 What we do
Production and Distribution



Our core business is to supplying oil drilling mud chemicals worldwide.



A full service of producing, storing, selling and shipping to customers,
and providing marketing support.



We cover a network of over 1000 customers and sales is organized by
the territorial principle.



The sales team is trained using the knowledge, experience and
principles of companies with whom we cooperate.



With excellent organization and experienced team, we keep our brands
in the top of the chemicals market.
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04 What We Can Offer


Oil Drilling Chemicals



De-icing Chemicals



Food Additives



Swimming Pool Chemicals



Mining chemicals



Commercial Chemicals
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05 Our team


Our Vision
Become the leading chemicals company for Oil Drilling Chemicals Industry, De-icing
Industry and Fertilizer Industry.



Our Mission
Through partnership, teamwork and innovative business practices, we provide:
•
Value-added service for our target customers by understanding their needs, applying
our unique expertise and outstanding services.
•
Distinctive representation for our suppliers by aligning our capabilities to meet their
objectives through our superior market knowledge, strong customer relationships,
and world distribution infrastructure.
•
Growth opportunities for our employees through sustained profitability.



Our Core Values:
Integrity, Win-Win Practice, Entrepreneurial, Thankfulness and Enjoyment
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06 Our Objectives


Pursuit of Excellence
We relentlessly pursue continuous improvement and excellence in
projects, products, processes, and services, and define success as
getting the right things done well.



Customer Service
Good customer service helps us retain clients and generate repeat
revenue. Keeping our customers happy should be a primary objective
of your organization.
Provide Value-added service is our ultimate goal.



People Oriented
We keep great focus on the quality and loyalty of our employees and
we offer a stimulation work environment, also opportunities for
personal development and progress with our group.
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07 Our Portfolio
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08 Organization chart
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09 Certification
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10 Our Products
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Thank you for
your attention!

QINGDAO GREAT CHEMICAL INC.
No.67 West Hongkong Road Qingdao City Shandong Province 266071 China
Tel: + 86 532 8386 4805 |Fax: + 86 532 8386 1463 |E-mail: info@greatchem.com
Website: www.greatchem.com
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